Git.me Quickly Becoming Premiere Classified Ads Search Engine
Git.me has classified ads of cars, boats, motorcycles, ATVs, RVs, and trailers for
searchers to find the best deals in their location in the United States, Canada and the
United Kingdom.
February 6, 2014 (FPRC) -- For those living in the United States, Canada and the United Kingdom is
now much easier due to Git.me, classified ads search engine. This automotive search engine
compiles a huge collection for advertisement inventories from around the internet and delivers them
all from a single database to make it more convenient for shoppers to find exactly what they are
looking for so they don’t have to go out to multiple websites. There are currently 257,706 ads
published that shoppers can search through.
Git.me is easy to use to find the perfect cars, boats, motorcycles, ATVs, RVs, and trailers. Shoppers
can search according to category of vehicle they would like to review, country, and state. Or, they
can just type the keywords into the search bar for the exact type of vehicle they are looking for. Also,
tabs are broken up into specific vehicle type so shoppers can see what is available anywhere in the
world. Then, when they find something that interests them, they can click on it to get details
including location of vehicle, pricing, make, model and any other seller’s notes. If the click on the
Contact Seller button they will be directed to the website where the vehicle is listed.
The Git.me website states, “Our company uses advanced technological solutions that scan the web
in search for new classified ads, whether published on small websites listing only a few offers, or
larger specialist sites listing hundreds of courses. Several thousand websites are scanned daily.”
The Git.me website is updated regularly so shoppers can return time and again until they find the
perfect vehicle. Overall, having such an extensive search engine of classified ads for automobiles,
trucks, motorcycles and boats will save time and effort in trying to find that next great deal. The
search engine is free to use.
About Git.me:
This website is a database of classified automotive ads that are compiled from across the web to
give vehicle shoppers a handy place to quickly and easily search for the best deals on cars, boats,
motorcycles, ATVs, RVs, and trailers. It is updated regularly for added convenience.
Visit http://git.me for more information.
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